PH1426: Learn more about some of Ancestry’s Extended Family
Ben Stevens, Michael Mertens, Anne Gillespie Mitchell

We Remember: Ben Stevens
http://www.WeRemember.com
Learn how Ancestry's We Remember helps you and your family capture and preserve the
memories of those that you love. This session will focus on introducing the features of We
Remember and how you can start capturing your family’s memories.
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What is We Remember?
How does We Remember fit Ancestry’s mission?
How to create a We Remember page
Best practices for sharing your We Remember page
Best practices for adding memories
How to record an audio interview
How to connect We Remember to a person’s Ancestry profile page
Recommended Apps
o We Remember Interview App
o Google photoscan app

Ancestry Stories: Michael Mertens
Ancestry Stories introduces a new way to discover some of the interesting stories from your
family’s heritage.
Ancestry leverages cutting-edge technology to identify key ancestors from your past and the
stories behind them.
This session will introduce Ancestry Stories and how you can discover and share stories with
your families.

Find A Grave: Your Ancestor’s Resting Place -- Anne Mitchell
Learn the ins and outs of the Find A Grave Update including search strategies, and how to
retrieve the information on the page easily. We will also look at how to easily upload photos and
create a new memorial.
Searching on Find A Grave
Basic searching on Find A Grave
includes names, dates and cemeteries.
There are also many advanced options
to review so you find who you are
looking for quickly.
Understanding What Is on the
Memorial Page
We review what you will find on the
page, how to contact the owner of memorial and how to capture everything on the page so you
can easily add it to your notes or your tree.
And once you are done with that memorial, you can easily search that cemetery for other known
surnames.
Adding a Memorial
You can add a memorial by first choosing the correct cemetery and then filling in the basics. We
will review how to find a cemetery and how to fill in the information you need to get your
memorial up on Find A Grave.

